
Temporal modifiers and attitude reports:
Novel evidence for Keshet’s IPG

Overview: This talk investigates the temporal interpretation of attitude reports (AttR) modified by tem-
poral adverbs (TA) in Romance languages, with a focus on the restrictions imposed on tense-adverb
combinations in Italian. Consider the contrast below:
(1) Dopodomani Luca dirà che Sara è partita *{domani} / {il giorno prima}.

(‘The day after tomorrow Luca will say that Sara left tomorrow/{the day before}.’)
(2) Ieri Luca ha detto che Sara partirà {domani} / *{dopo due giorni}.

(‘Yesterday Luca said that Sara will leave tomorrow/{after two days}.’)
Assuming that Sara’s departure occurs tomorrow, an embedded past tense can only be modified by an
anaphoric adverbial (e.g., (1)), while an embedded future only allows a deictic adverbial (e.g., (2)). Build-
ing on Keshet (2010), we argue that combinatorial options between AttRs and TAs are driven by an econ-
omy principle according to which deictic and anaphoric TAs can only occur with tense forms evaluated
with respect to the utterance time (UT) and the local evaluation time (EvalT), respectively.
Background: Despite receiving little attention in the semantics literature, one prominent syntactic pro-
posal traces back to Giorgi (2010). Giorgi’s analysis hinges on the following tenets: (a) non-imperfective
Indicative forms all yield double access readings (DAR) and are, therefore, relativized to both UT and
the local EvalT (in AttR the attitude time (AT)); (b) deictic/anaphoric TAs require that the local EvalT
be equal/not equal to UT. While this analysis correctly accounts for the availability of deictic TAs in
most future/past-tensed embeddings, it leaves several puzzles unexplained: (i) it cannot elucidate why
anaphoric adverbials can occur with the analytic perfect (Passato Prossimo) but not with the simple
future; (ii) it involves stipulations regarding indicative forms treated as non-DAR; (iii) it struggles to
convincingly explain why the deictic adverbial tomorrow cannot occur in past-under-future reports.
Proposal: Contrary to Giorgi (2010) and in agreement with Ogihara & Sharvit (2012), we contend that
the only forms involving a de Re construal are the present tense and the future, with the former being
deictic and the latter historically derived from the present. By contrast, the past tense may exhibit both
a de Re and a de Dicto construal, contingent on the context. Furthermore, we take both tenses (see (3))
and TAs (see (4)) to denote predicates of times that necessitate a reference time (RT) and an evaluation
time (EvalT). While EvalT is locally bound, RT is existentially closed (cf. Grønn & Von Stechow 2016,
p. 361) - setting aside, for the sake of clarity in exposition, the contribution of viewpoint aspect. We
also argue that TAs adjoin to T, thus resulting in an intersective interpretation that restricts the reference
time provided by the tense. Additionally, in alignment with Giorgi’s proposal, we also posit that deictic
adverbials such as domani require that the EvalT be a time overlapping with UT, as illustrated in (4-a).
In contrast, anaphoric adverbials such as dopo due giorni exclude UT as the EvalT, as given in (4-b).
(3) J PAST K = λti.λp⟨i,t⟩.λt′i.t

′< t & p(t′)=1; J PRES K = λti: t ◦ t*.λp⟨i,t⟩.λt′i.t′◦ t & p(t′)=1J FUT K = λti: t ◦ t*.λp⟨i,t⟩.λt′i.t′ > t & p(t′) = 1
(4) a. J domani K = λti: t ◦ t*.λp⟨i,t⟩.λt′i. t′-t = 1 day & p(t′)

b. J dopo K(J due giorni K) = [λmi.λti: ¬(t ◦ t*).λp⟨i,t⟩.λt′i. t′-t = m & p(t′)](2 days)
(5) LF: [CP t* [... λt2 [ ∃ [TP [T [ PAST/PRES t2/t0 ] [PP Adv t2/t0 ]] [V P p ]]]]] (t* ◦ UT)
Against this backdrop, we propose that the ultimate determinant of the observed patterns lies in the im-
possiblity for tenses and TAs to receive conflicting temporal evaluations, as dictated by Keshet (2010,
p. 3)’s Intersective Predicate Generalization illustrated in (6).
(6) Intersective Predicate Generalization (IPG):

Two predicates interpreted intersectively may not be evaluated at different times or worlds from
one another.

A crucial implication of IPG is that, in ATTRs, embedded deictic and anaphoric adverbials ”impose” a de
Re and de Dicto interpretation, respectively, on the tense they modify. It follows that deictic tense forms,
like present and future, only align with deictic adverbials, while temporally dependent forms strictly pair
with anaphoric adverbials. In (1), the resulting LF involves an embedded past with a de Dicto interpre-
tation relative to the future AT (Luca’s speech time). Combining the past tense with a deictic adverbial
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like domani, which is relativized to UT, leads to an IPG violation (illustrated in (7)). An alternative IPG-
compliant LF ((8) (due to space constraints, full-fledged derivations are omitted from the abstract) leads
to presupposition failure due to the presuppositional restriction carried by domani that projects up to the
binder λt2 and, consequently, to the attitude time t′′, located after UT via the matrix FUT.
(7) [t* [λt0 [∃ [TP [T FUTt0 dopodomanit0] [V P Luca [...dic- [ λt2 [ ∃ [TP [T [ PAST #t2 ] [PP

domani #t0 ]] [V P Sara [ partire ]]]]]]]]]]]: EvalT(PAST) ̸= EvalT(domani)
(8) [... [FUTt0 [∀<w′′,t′′>∈Say(L,t,@) [λt2 [∃ [TP [T [PAST t2] [PP dom. t2 ]][V P ... ]]]]]]]
Note that if the anaphoric adverbial il giorno prima is inserted in (1) instead, neither an IPG violation nor
a presupposition failure arises. In fact, we derive the correct interpretation:
(9) [t* [λt0 [∃t′′′ [TP [T FUTt0 dopodomanit0] [V P Luca [...dic- ∀<w′′,t′′> [ λt2 [ ∃t′ [TP [T [ PAST

t2 ] [PP {il giorno prima} t2 ]] [V P Sara [ partire ]]]]]]]]]]]
(10) J (9) K defined iff t* ◦ t* & ¬(t′′ ◦ t*)

When defined, J (9) K = 1 iff ∃t′′′[t′′′>t* & t′′′-t*=2 days & ∀<w′′,t′′> ∈ Say(Luca,t′′′,@), ∃t′[t′<t′′
& t′-t′′=-1 day & Sara leaves in w′′ at t′]]

For (2), we adopt a de Re analysis of the embedded future relying on concept generators (Charlow &
Sharvit 2014). The embedded tense is assumed to be an argument of a concept generator G7, which pro-
vides a suitable time-concept (that is, a description of how the attitude holder is acquainted with a certain
time). Since the embedded tense is rigidly anchored to UT, it is raised out of the scope of the attitude
verb, leaving a co-indexed trace behind (for formal details, refer to Sharvit (2018)). With this generated
LF as shown in (11), we correctly predict the oddness of the sentence in the case where the anaphoric
adverbial dopo due giorni adjoins to T: since the adverbial is pied-piped with the embedded future, the
only suitable EvalT is t*, which overlaps UT. This leads once more to either presupposition failure (for
t0) or a violation of IPG (for t2).
(11) [t* [λt0 [∃t′′′ [TP [T FUTt0 [PP {dopo due giorni} t0/#t2]] [λt4 [ ∃t′ [ [T [ PASTt0 ierit0 ]] [V P

Luca [...dic- [λt7 [ λt2 [ ∃t′ [TP [T [G7 t4] t2 ] [V P Sara [ partire ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]
Conversely, when in (2) the embedded de Re future combines with the deictic domani, all presuppositions
are met and the sentence’s truth-conditions are regularly computed:
(12) [t* [λt0 [∃t′′′ [TP [T FUTt0 [PPdomani t0]] [λt4 [ ∃t′ [ [T [ PASTt0 ierit0 ]] [V P Luca [...dic- [λt7

[ λt2 [ ∃t′ [TP [T [G7 t4] t2 ] [V P Sara [ partire ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]
(13) J (12) K defined iff t* ◦ t*

When defined, J (12) K = 1 iff ∃t′′′[t′′′>t* & t′′′-t*=1 day & ∃t′[t′<t* & t′-t*=-1 day & ∃G suitable
for Luca in @ at t′ & [∀<w′′,t′′> ∈ Say(Luca,t′,@), Sara leaves in w′′ at G(t′′′)(t′′)(w′′)]]]]

Conclusion: This proposal extends the observed restrictions on the interpretation of intersective predi-
cates beyond DPs (Keshet & Schwarz 2019). The analysis, applied here to Italian, may be extended to
French and Spanish (data omitted in the interest of space). This analysis additionally offers a straightfor-
ward solution to Ogihara & Sharvit (2012, p. 664)’s puzzle (fn 6), wherein, in relative present languages
like Hebrew, a deictic distal adverb akin to then may modify a de Re past but not a de Dicto present.
Finally, a potential issue arises with anaphoric adverbials referring to an external time interval, which
typically involve a post-nominal preposition (e.g., two days after/later) and a distribution similar to ref-
erential adverbials, suggesting a possible elided structure (e.g., two days after <his birthday>). Interest-
ingly, these adverbials do not impose IPG-related restrictions on T, suggesting they may attach higher, at
TP-level.
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